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Tide Overview

• Tides go up and down; currents move left and right.

• Tides are driven by the gravitational force of the moon and sun. Tides are characterized by 
water moving up and down over a long period of time. 

• The current describes the motion of the water. Oceanic currents are driven by several 
factors. One is the rise and fall of the tides. Tides create a current in the oceans, near the 
shore, and in bays and estuaries along the coast. These are called "tidal currents." Tidal 
currents are the only type of currents that change in a very regular pattern and can be 
predicted for future dates.

• A second factor that drives ocean currents is wind. Winds drive currents that are at or near 
the ocean's surface. These currents are generally measured in meters per second or in 
knots (1 knot = 1.85 kilometers per hour or 1.15 miles per hour). Winds drive currents 
near coastal areas on a localized scale and in the open ocean on a global scale.

• A third factor that drives currents is thermohaline circulation - a process driven by density 
differences in water due to temperature (thermo) and salinity (haline) in different parts of 
the ocean. Currents driven by thermohaline circulation occur at both deep and shallow 
ocean levels and move much slower than tidal or surface currents.

Objective:  to understand the tides and currents in San Francisco 
Bay and to make sense of all those "eyes glazing over" numbers in 
the tide book.



Tide Overview

• The current ebbs (empties) and floods (fills up).

• Currents are measured in knots.  1 knot = 1.15 miles.  
• Ebbs generally range from 2 to 6 knots.  
• Floods generally range from 1 to 4 knots.

• Gravitational pull of the sun and the moon causes the variation in speed.  
(High and low pressures systems, rain run-off and snow melt also 
influence.)

• The full ebb / flood cycle lasts approximately 12.5 hours with the ebb 
portion lasting 7-8 hours and the flood 4-6 hours.

• Water level can vary up to 8 feet creating powerful currents.

TAKEAWAY - we swim in a river.



Two Types of Tide Tables
Sinusoidal Tide Table Tabular Tide Table



Tides and Currents

Tides (using Tabular Tide Table)
Data is listed for the Golden Gate Bridge.  At Aquatic 
Park, high and low tides roughly 10-15 minutes later.  
Number following the time is the height, in feet, of 
the water above the average low tide.

Currents (using Tabular Tide Table)
Max = the fastest velocity in the current's cycle.
Slack = the transition in direction of the current.
Currents generally begin along the shore and widen 
out into the Bay. Data is listed for the Golden Gate 
Bridge.  Very general rule of thumb is slack at the 
Opening is one hour earlier than listed in the tide 
book.



Calculating Actual 
Current

Currents listed for the 
Golden Gate Bridge are 
not the same throughout 
the Bay. Two data points 
are used to calculate the 
speed at any given 
location.  The first comes 
from the Factor Chart. 
Select a “factor” based on 
the maximum speed of 
the current.  Example: the 
“factor” for a maximum 
4.9 ebb is 1.1.



Calculating Actual 
Current

The second datum is 
the number obtained 
from the Tidal Current 
Charts. Example: the 
“number” (highlighted 
in yellow) at Pier 7 one 
hour before max ebb is 
2.7.



Exercise and 
Resources

Exercise
To calculate estimated speed, multiple the 
“factor” x the “number.”
Using the “factor” and “number” from the 
two previous slides, calculate the 
estimated speed at Pier 7 one hour before 
maximum ebb. (hint: 1.1 x 2.7 = ?)

RESOURCES
Tides and Current Book available at SERC 
or any Harbor Master office.

URLS
Tides
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/noaatideannual.
html?id=9414290
(click “download”)
Currents
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/noaacurrents/An
nual?id=SFB1201_26
(click “create”)

APP
AyeTides - select "San Francisco Bay 
Entrance (Outside), California Currents"

https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/noaatideannual.html?id=9414290
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/noaacurrents/Annual?id=SFB1201_26

